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"Colonoscopy? The nurse who didn't tell him everything he might need to know about laxatives? Terrific. Follow along
and laugh with us as we head down another road of family interaction and existence lessons once we learn about the
night time of the Coloscopy! The hospital gown that won't close in the back? You turn 50 and all of a sudden they want
to stick a TV camera up your tail. A dental practitioner who uses his feet for leverage while doing a tooth extraction?
Yet another day!" They are the humorous musings of a man starting to get a little older and being practical about any of
it, trying to have a great time in existence while still setting great example for his three-year old child, and living up to
his expectations of himself even though keeping a humorous outlook at existence.
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Pity the poor Family members Practitioner! The gastroenterologist profits nicely. The patient whose cancer (or
precancerous polyp) is discovered with time for early treatment benefits significantly. The advantages of a routine (or
screening) colonoscopy for everybody over fifty are still becoming debated, it's already clear that those benefits are not
evenly distributed. You're spending money on our Social Security! It was a pleasure looking up your wazoo. Please pay
on the way out.") The indegent soul who also REALLY gets the brief end of the stick is the Primary Care Physician who
will not make a nickle from your own colonoscopy but who must provide you with the bad news that you'll require one
and then make an effort to talk you into it. Farts with melodious character and resonance…”Also his dedication is
hilarious saying, “to my wife, Michele, who do the laundry next day without asking query. On her behalf sake, he willingly
(Okay, grudgingly) endured hunger pains, yukky-tasting laxatives, explosive diarrhea, and gas-after-the-reality. Will his
daughter appreciate her father's heroism? Keep on top of things therefore they don't get really bad. message: maintain
healthy for your children and grandkids NIGHTS The Colonoscopy: A Horror Story simply by Dan Alatorre Hilarious
stories of the author's knowledge with prepping and have a colonoscopy.This is a funny look at a significant procedure
and could calm your fears if you are scheduled for one. And when you're so young that the idea of ever becoming fifty is
ludicrous, you can get an excellent laugh at the expense of old people. Unbelievable and funny to the last page. ("Thank
you. Five star read! As a gastroenterologist, I have heard all sorts of tales from my patients who undergo colonoscopy.
But I by no means knew that somebody would in fact put the not so welcome experience in form of an extremely funny
book. Documents the procedure well, but not really a particularly funny read Does a good job assisting you understand
each step of the very important exam, however, not as humorous because the title may cause you to expect. I had go
through another of his books that demonstrated lighthearted humor about experiences raising kids. He has written make
books and today this. You deserve it!He calls the colonoscopy day “nearly game period”. And his experience following the
colonoscopy experienced me LOL literally, when he recalls: Big farts. Long Farts.In the case of this author, it wasn't a
difficult sell, because he has a very young daughter to live for. Received this review duplicate from the author and this is
definitely my honest review.Strongly suggested lighthearted reading and in many cases learning as well. Witty, engaging,
and totally entertaining I went to bed early a night time or so ago and thought We’d read for one hour before turning off
the light. What things to select that’s on my kindle, I thought. I QUICKLY noticed Dan Alatorre’s 'Night of the
colonoscopy' using its terrific Frankenstein-ish cover. It looked like it could tickle the funny bone and as I’m already
familiar with the writer’s design I thought it will be just the thing.Well, just over one hour later I switched off the light
and rolled over with a big grin on my face. You may wonder how on earth reminiscing about having a colonoscopy could
possess entertained me, nonetheless it did. The writer is so funny I came across myself laughing out loud and with a
desire to get even more of his books. He tells you what things to exptect and how everybodys experience is different. As
somebody who is maturing and beginning to face daunting surgical procedure within their reality, it certainly is good to
know what's headed the right path. The way the subject is handled with a sly love of life makes the thought of such a
process much more easy to bear. Laughing aloud about something not funny. The background information serves to
create "Nights the Colonoscopy" a solid accounts of a not so wonderful experience. Go through it during my prep period
before my colonoscopy. This reserve did speak to me seeing as to the fact that I make an effort to be a macho guy and
difficult any health problems I've out. Alatorre disses Peyton Manning, hypocrisy in doctors, and his daughter's bath
period all in one short story. Perfect prep read. Hilarious! What's admirable with this name is that the author
masterfully makes light of the matter at hand but similarly, he stresses the point of making the effort to avidly look
after youl health. Ideal read to make the time pass quickly and with a laugh. The author surely is quite versatile. The
author seems to be a very lovely person with a pleasant family. Hilarious I got the book and figured I'd just check it out.
Also some tales from Savvy Stories. Alatorre is definitely witty, engaging, and completely entertaining. If not, she is
going to have trouble growing up with this guy. I really enjoyed the tone and writing design of this book immensely I
really liked the tone and writing style of this reserve immensely. Urges everyone to go to the doctor, pores and skin,
OBGYN, dentists, etc. Most likely not, but I hope she inherited his off-beat sense of humor. Other summarized functions
by the author are highlighted at the end. I am so content I did.”. A Definite Serious Subject Dan definitely possesses keen
storytelling capability. A hilarious short, quick read about the perils of the author and his trip prepping for the dreaded



colonoscopy. Hilarious and Heartwarming! With the author's injected funny episodes he endured, it relatively takes the
advantage off the fear of the task itself. It was refreshing to learn a humorous reserve on a not funny subject. This is a
funny book about a serious topic, and Dan Alatorre delivers it once more with his trademark humor and wit. Alatorre
takes a few individuals from his popular Savvy Stories publication series and provides them into a slightly different
location; but, it's still hilarious and heartwarming. You'll benefit from the book even if you do not like the subject! 5
Star A hilarious book that occurs to revolve around a medical procedure. Sure surgical procedures can appear
intimidating but what would be worse is knowing there exists a serious concern. Very funny as always, Dan Alatorre may
be the new Dave Barry!
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